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Abstract
Shadow volumes are a popular technique to compute pixel-accurate hard shadows in 3D scenes. Many variants exist that trade off accuracy and efficiency. In this work, we present an artifact-free, efficient, and easy-to-implement stencil shadow volume method. We compare our method to established stencil shadow volume techniques and show that it outperforms the alternatives.
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1. Introduction
Realistic shadows can provide crucial visual cues for understanding spatial relationships in a scene. Although many different methods for artifact-free shadows have been proposed, their pixel-accurate computation at real-time rates, even for point lights, remains a challenge. The majority of shadow-generation algorithms fall into one of four categories: shadow maps [Wil78], shadow volumes [Cro77], irregular Z-Buffer solutions [JLBM05, WHL15] and ray-tracing [App68]. Although shadow maps are very efficient, they suffer from difficult-to-avoid aliasing. The irregular Z-Buffer, while having led to efficient shadow computations [SEA08], still requires a significant overhead for larger screen resolutions. Real-time ray-tracing is still limited in availability and performance on current commodity hardware. Shadow volumes thus remain a portable and proven option for generating pixel-accurate hard shadows, yet many of its variants are prone to artifacts. For example, the original Z-Pass method [Hei91] fails when the observer is located in shadow. More recent solutions try to address this problem but introduce significant costs or are complex to implement. We present a faster artifact-free robust version of the ++ZP algorithm [ESAW11] that is easy to implement. After reviewing previous works (Sec. 2), we will describe this method (Sec. 3), then report results and comparisons (Sec. 4) before concluding (Sec. 5).

2. Related Work
Generating shadows in graphics applications is an important but difficult task, having a large body of research devoted to it. Eisemann et al. [ESAW11, EAS*13] present an in-depth overview of techniques for interactive and real-time applications. Here, we will focus on shadow-volume techniques [Cro77], which remain a popular option due to their pixel-accurate results (Fig. 1).

A shadow volume tightly encloses the space that lies in shadow with respect to a specific point light source. The boundary of a shadow volume can be found by extending the edges of the input geometry away from the light source. A common approach for determining shadows using shadow volumes relies on the stencil
buffer [Hei91]. This buffer is used to count the number of times a ray from the camera enters and leaves the volumes on its way to a surface point.

Methods relying on the stencil buffer [Hei91, Car00, EK02, HHLH05] draw (potentially) many shadow-volume boundaries, which can cause significant overdraw - one of the main drawbacks of shadow volumes. Limiting the number of planes by only constructing them for silhouette edges [AMA03, Yaz06, ZB11] is essential for these methods.

Overdraw can be further reduced by eliminating redundant shadow planes using an acceleration structure over the geometry [CBCJ99]. This approach was recently extended to avoid the stencil buffer completely [GMAG15, MGAG16]. The acceleration structure may alternatively be built over the pixel data [SOA11, SKOA14], where shadow planes are rasterized to an irregular buffer that combines writes to large regions to reduce the cost of overdraw. Per-triangle shadow volumes relax requirements such as avoiding the need for closed geometry. Nevertheless, these methods rely heavily on non-trivial compute operations on the GPU, including generation and updates of acceleration structures and software rasterization.

In this work, we revisit and build upon the ++ZP method proposed by Eisemann et al. [ESAW11]. Similar to other stencil-based approaches, our method utilizes the standard rendering pipeline together with just a custom geometry shader. Since shadow volumes are extruded from silhouette edges, the geometry needs to be closed (with few exceptions).

2.1. Z Pass

The Z-Pass algorithm [Hei91] is the first hardware-accelerated shadow-volume implementation [Cro77]. It works by using a screensized stencil buffer as a per-pixel counter of the amount of traversed shadow boundaries from the camera to the first visible surface. A first render pass of the scene geometry is performed to fill a depth buffer. The shadow volumes are then rendered into the stencil buffer, incrementing the stencil value by one when drawing a front-facing shadow boundary fragment and decrementing it by one for each back-facing one. Using the initialized depth buffer, only shadowpolygons in front of the first visible surface are counted. After drawing all shadow volumes, a pixel with a zero counter is considered lit, otherwise in shadow, as zero means that the ray from the camera to the visible surface point entered as many shadows as it exited.

This algorithm produces pixel-perfect hard shadows and it avoids counting non-visible shadow boundaries by using the depth test. Nevertheless, when the camera is inside a shadow volume, the results are invalid. The resulting misclassification of pixels can be seen in Fig. 2a, where red pixels are incorrectly considered lit.

2.2. Z-Fail

Z-Fail [Car00, EK02] is a similar but robust alternative of the Z-Pass algorithm. Instead of counting the amount of shadow boundaries from the camera position to the first visible surface, it counts from the first visible surface to a point infinitely far away along the same line of sight (see Fig. 2b). The principle is essentially equivalent to the Z-Pass algorithm, but assumes instead that the camera is at this infinitely far away point. The volumes are capped at the far plane to ensure that the far point is outside of any shadow volume. Thanks to this, it sidesteps the main failure case of the original algorithm.

The main drawback of Z-Fail is that it generates a higher overdraw than the Z-Pass algorithm, since it requires rendering all shadow volumes up to an infinitely far-away point, as well as the shadow volumes’ front and back caps.

2.3. ZP+

The ZP+ algorithm [HHLH05] aims to address the failure case of the Z-Pass algorithm by initializing the stencil buffer with a value that ensures the correct result. It performs an initial render pass from the point of view of the light, matching its far plane to the camera near plane (blue frustum in Fig. 2c), and using the same stencil buffer which is used for the Z-Pass algorithm. During this pass, only the original light-facing geometry is counted. Combined with the Z-Pass, this effectively amounts to counting the intersections of a ray from the light to the near plane and then to the first visible surface.

Figure 2: An illustration of the different existing shadow volume techniques. All methods count the amount of shadow volume boundaries traversed in a given path. Z-Pass counts from the near plane to the surface point. Z-Fail accounts for shadow boundaries from the surface point to a point infinitely far away. ZP+ computes traversed shadow boundaries from the light to the surface point via the near plane. ++ZP also counts boundaries from the light source to the surface point, but it does so via the camera position.
point. As the light source itself cannot be in its own shadow, this counting process will be correct. While this algorithm retains most of the advantages of Z-Pass, it requires an extra render pass and a careful match of the pixel locations during the two different stencil render passes, which makes the implementation quite complex.

2.4. ++ZP

The ++ZP algorithm [ESAW11] takes a similar approach to ZP+ by creating a two-segment path from the light to the visible fragment. In the case of ++ZP, the path goes via the camera position instead of the near plane. A single 1x1 stencil buffer orthographic render pass is used to count the amount of shadow blockers from the light position to the camera position (depicted in blue in Fig. 2d). This resulting value is used as the reference during the shading pass to determine whether a pixel is shadowed. The full-screen stencil pass is performed next, which is similar to Z-Pass, with the exception that shadow volume fragments between the camera and the near plane are clamped to the near plane, which can be efficiently achieved with the corresponding OpenGL extension. The implementation is straightforward and handles the limitations of Z-Pass. Our method is inspired by ++ZP and addresses its main shortcoming: the need for an extra geometry pass.

3. AtomicZP

The main drawback of ++ZP is the additional render pass to find the number of shadow blockers between light and camera. Although this pass computes a single value, the scene geometry must be read and processed. We propose to skip this render step, and instead compute this information during the geometry stage of the screen-size forward stencil pass.

As part of the forward stencil pass, we utilize a geometry shader to identify and extrude silhouette edges for light-facing triangles using adjacency information. During this step, for each light-facing triangle, we additionally perform a fast ray-triangle intersection [MT97] test to determine if it lies between light source and camera. If so, we increment a global atomic counter (Fig. 3), which implicitly represents the one-pixel buffer of the ++ZP method. This eliminates the need for an extra geometry pass.

The resulting atomic counter can be retrieved before the final shading pass and used to initialize the stencil buffer, similar to the ZP+ method, or simply to set the reference value for the stencil test, similar to our implementation of the ++ZP method. Depending on the capabilities of the graphics library and specific hardware, this step may require reading back the value from the GPU to main memory (the read-back may be avoided using ARB_shader_stencil_export, however our setup did not support this OpenGL extension). However, other work can be scheduled while waiting for this read-back result, such that no stall occurs. Alternatively, it is even possible to skip this step altogether and emulate the stencil test during final shading by reading the fragment’s stencil value, comparing it against the value of the atomic counter, and discarding the fragment if the values do not match.

Timings in Section 4 use the last approach, which proved most efficient. In our implementation, reading back the atomic counter value introduces a stall in rendering, since no other operations are scheduled, increasing total frame time slightly (about 500µs). Time for the final shading pass (excluding the read-back) is however the same as for the rest of the previously described methods. As already mentioned, if the stall can be avoided by scheduling other operations between the read-back and the final shading step, using this approach may be advantageous as it can utilize early-out stencil tests if such are supported.

4. Results and Discussion

We performed our experiments on a NVIDIA GTX 1080TI GPU, running under Microsoft Windows 10 on an Intel i7-8700 CPU with 16GB of RAM. All methods have two main steps: stencil buffer update by rendering the shadow volumes, and final scene render using said stencil buffer. In addition, for ZP+ and ++ZP there is an extra stencil buffer render pass. We have selected three scenes for our experiments:

- Buddha: simple scene with one model and two planes (543k vertices, 1M triangles)
- Sponza: indoor scene with exterior light source where the camera is often in shadow and facing the light source (153k vertices, 262k triangles)
- Citadel: outdoor scene with high depth complexity (310k vertices, 613k triangles)

For each scene, we have predetermined a camera path, and executed each algorithm 10 times. We store the median execution time for each frame in order to eliminate most variation due to other concurrent processes. Some variation is, nevertheless, still noticeable in the results, especially for slower methods that might be more prone to interruption.

In all cases the final shading step times are nearly identical, since
all methods perform practically the same work after the shadow volumes have been rendered. Furthermore, we use a simple Phong shading model for the experiments. In a more realistic application, with more complex shading models, any differences would become even more negligible as the shading computations would dominate the total time. Therefore, we have focused our analysis on the more relevant step for this work, that is, evaluating the stencil buffer.

Fig. 4 shows timings for the shadow-volume creation step for the three test scenes. For ZP+ and ++ZP these timings also include the stencil-buffer initialization. The two fastest algorithms have practically the same performance, namely, Z-Pass and AtomicZP. Yet, our method produces the correct result for all cases, while Z-Pass is not artifact free, as discussed in Section 2.1.

Our method outperforms other artifact-free methods consistently. The difference to the next best method, ++ZP, is as expected primarily the time required to count the number of blockers between light and camera. This time is quite stable across the runs in our tests (around 190µs for the Sponza scene when measured in isolation), as the complexity depends only on the amount of geometry, given that the render target has resolution 1 × 1. Nevertheless, in geometry-bound applications, this difference may grow larger. ZP+ occasionally shows a larger performance difference, which is likely due to increased fill-rate requirements in some views.

Apart from its superior performance, our method has the additional advantage of being easier to implement, since we do not have to handle special cases and avoid an extra geometry pass, unlike ZP+ and ++ZP.

A minor limitation of stencil-based shadow volume methods relates to the stencil buffer’s 8-bit limit. This is a common problem for stencil-buffer applications, as the buffer can overflow. Using the extension to wrap the buffer values solves many issues but when passing from 255 to 0, the resulting zero will indicate that the region is lit, while the ray towards it actually traversed 256 shadow boundaries. This is an extremely rare case, and in practice, we noticed no artifacts due to buffer overflow. In cases, where correctness is imperative, the stencil buffer can be replaced by a 16-bit texture and the stencil test can be performed manually at the fragment level.

During our analysis, we found that shadow-volume quads for which both extruded edges extend to infinity behind the camera frustum were carrying a significant performance penalty. We avoid this case by manually clipping these quads to the plane perpendicular to the view direction and passing through the camera position. We perform this in all relevant cases (our method, Z-Pass, Z-Fail, and ++ZP). Furthermore, in our experiments enabling depth clamping for Z-Pass slightly increased performance, while only affecting failure cases, so it was enabled during our tests. Both of these observations might be specific to our system’s OpenGL implementation. In this context, an improved interface that allows setting the stencil reference value directly from a value computed during rendering could simplify our solution and ++ZP further. In OpenGL, this would require an API similar to glMultiDrawElementsIndirectCountARB where the count is a value stored in an OpenGL parameter buffer.

Since we are dealing with watertight objects, one could adopt a watertight ray-triangle intersection test [WBW13] to increase robustness over other ray-triangle intersection tests. Standard ray-triangle intersection methods may produce gaps even in watertight meshes. However, we did not encounter this problem in our test scenes.

5. Conclusion

We introduce AtomicZP, a stencil shadow volume algorithm with minimal overhead over Z-Pass that is, nevertheless, correct regardless of the view and the scene configuration. We show that our approach performs better than competing methods such as Z-Fail, ZP+ and ++ZP while remaining easy to implement. Like the original
Z-Pass, our method requires only a single stencil render pass. This advantage becomes especially evident in applications that work with models that have high geometric complexity.
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